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To be fair, where Marvel is concerned, only so much dishing is allowed, or even possible. That being
said, even the Marvel machine itself has confirmed that former “Dark Shadows” star and author
Kathryn Leigh Scott guest stars on the March 3rd midseason premiere of “Marvel’s Agents of
S.H.I.E.L.D.” Her character is billed as “the Baroness,” though both ABC and Marvel have been cagey
about revealing more.

Kathryn Leigh Scott spoke to Examiner prior to the air date of the much-anticipated episode, and was
able to provide a few, though only a few, nuggets of information. Marvel fans are usually excited to
get whatever they can. So for starters, whose side is the Baroness on?

“There are sides?" she asks. "Seriously, I think the Baroness is probably a ‘side’ unto herself . . . but,
frankly, since I was not given a script I have no idea what the story is about. As actors do, I played the
moment and provided my own back story . . . I'm happy if it coincides with what the writer and
producer intended!”
Although Ms. Scott did appear on an episode of the TV series “The Incredible Hulk” in 1979, this is
her first time getting her feet wet with the current integrated Marvel cinematic and television realms.
How does it feel to enter the Marvel universe?
“Having some experience with the ‘Star Trek’ orbit and world of ‘Dark Shadows,’ I was thrilled to join
the Marvel Universe. I completely respect their desire to surprise and delight the audience and would
want to do nothing to spoil anyone's enjoyment by giving the plot away . . . as if I could! If anything,
these three shows share parallel universes in that those in charge of them are fastidious about
keeping covenant with their followers. As an actor, I'm there to embody a creature of their making as
fully and creatively as I can.”
As to whether there were any stills available of Ms. Scott in character for the episode, one might not
be surprised to learn that no photos were allowed on the set.
Will the Baroness be back?
“That would be giving far too much away!” she says.
The midseason premiere episode of “Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.,” entitled “Aftershocks,” is
scheduled to air Tuesday, March 3rd, at 9:00 PM (ET) on ABC.
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